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Abstract:  
 
This article will try to describe the design of a coaching / training program at three 
interconnected levels, by:  

- Introducing a group coaching programm for vocational reorientation on a practical, 
descriptional level, relating to the required resilience of the participants of the program 
(and the required networking capabilities of the involved coaches).  

- Introducing the three guiding principles of the program design.  
- Comparing these guiding principles with SF- and related ideas and tools.  

 
It may be useful for readers who  

- are involved in supporting others in some kind of vocational transition,  
- think SF-“jargon” might sometimes use adaptions to clients’ language,  
- like to play and juggle with concepts from various sources, curious to find out what 

new perspectives might result from innovative (or “irreverent”?) recombinations… 
 
What these readers might like to remember:  

- The “Three Principles”: What makes sense, how things shall be, and what enables.  
- The similarity of those principles to aspects of the SF-scale.  
- The benefits of resilience, derived from being able to find what makes sense, define 

goals, and mobilize what (and who) enables to find solutions to survive and to recover 
from economically and otherwise “bad” situations.  

 
Introduction:  
 
The current economic situation in Europe has lead to an important undesired “by-product”: A 
large number of long term unemployed people. Including, beyond ex-managers of all ranks, a 
large variety of people of any age and any or no qualification at all, they tend to have one 
thing in common: So far, they don’t find the solution to their “problem” - of being 
unemployed - by themselves (else they wouldn’t be unemployed anymore…). So other 
participants in the job market felt invited to “reach out”: a group of coaches from equally 
diverse backgrounds - some explicitly “solution focused”, some not at all - joined forces and 
creativity, and developed a six-months-program to support two types of vocational journeys.  
 
One type is targeted towards ex-managers who, because of their age of around 50+, have 
trouble finding a new employer, but who are definitely willing to do something about it. 
Probably something that includes becoming self-employed, hopefully something that is 
innovative and beneficial enough to create new jobs even for others. The other type is targeted 
towards unemployed people of lesser qualification with at least one trait in common: a full 
commitment to find a job that suits their skills and needs, whatever those are. A considerable 
fraction of the people involved have survived economic pressures for considerably lenghty 
times. To still maintain optimism, a feeling of self-responsibility, and commitment for their 
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own future requires, and demonstrates, an unusual degree of resilience. The coaching program 
set out to capitalize on, and reinforce, this resilience.  
 
 
The practical level - finding “inner fire” & stimulating public awareness & active selling  
 
A six months full-time program structured along weekly or biweekly steps supports the 
participants to discover  

o (long forgotten) own “talents” (useful skills and experiences, that are noticed 
from the perspective of others, i.e. their fellow participants, and noticeable by 
potential employers); 

o what they really desire to contribute or make possible in the world, which we 
call their (often almost extinguished) “inner fire”;  

o where in the market they might contribute something special: create value and 
offer a (unique) benefit to employers (or customers);  

o how to identify the major constraints on the way towards the desired 
vocational goal, as to direct activity towards the “point of maximal leverage”  

o how to develop and follow a strategy to link what they have to offer with what 
real employers in the market are looking for, how to make themselves known 
and how to present their capabilities in a favorable and attractive way;  

o how to fill in the gaps between present and required skills where necessary.  
 
The practical works consists of a structured sequence of plenary, small group, and individual 
work: introducing themselves to each other, sharing knowledge, creating and exchanging, 
ideas, reflecting what could be learned from discussion, deploying “right brain” approaches 
like story telling or rich pictures to identify what they really want to get engaged with (their 
“inner fire”), plotting strategies, doing desk and field research of the job market and available 
openings, creating events for public relation purposes and to catch media attention, designing 
and producing attractive (and partly unusual) resumés, contacting candidate employers, 
training actively for presentations and job interviews, and celebrating successes together. The 
group of 15 to 25 participants is directed and facilitated by two full-time coach positions that 
are served from a pool of three to six coaches from different backgrounds. The funding comes 
from the national employment agency.  
 
The group of coaches has grown by word-of-mouth only. Coaches have been selected 
according to their own “inner fire”, i.e. their commitment to the program’s success and their 
convinced sharing and applying the Principles (see below) in their work. This special way of 
what one might call “value based networking” has worked very well so far.  
 
The coaching work with the participants is accompagnied by direct search for vacant 
posititions and employers willing to accept unusual applications from candidates having the 
appropriate skills (even when they may lack the formal qualification), and by a professional 
media campaign to “spread the word” about the program and attract further employers and 
supporters. All approaches from direct mail, outbound telephone selling, active headhunting, 
searching private and regional employers’ networks, public databases and job advertisements 
are utilized. The attempt to proactively collect job openings into a job pool turned out to be 
futile, because the pool of candidates was too small to efficiently serve the openings. More 
promising was a proceeding where the participants identify suitable job advertisements from 
newspapers or the internet, followed by the “sales coaches” actively approaching these 
employers by phone and / or direct visits.  
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The media campaign was conducted by a professional agency. Press releases announcing the 
program and any mentionable progress were enriched with public events (job fair, fundraising 
presentations, …) that created additional media echoes. Newspaper publications, radio 
interviews and even a report on national TV produced further public - and employers’ - 
interest, supplying us with additional hints about where to ask for additional jobs and support.  
 
 
The level of guiding principles - triple focus:  
 
All activities in the program center around three “Principles”, or foci of attention.  
Embedded in an attitude of appreciation, attention is focused towards:  

1. “What makes sense.”  
2. “How things shall be.”  
3. “What enables.”  

 
This may sound simple, if not trivial, but has some major impact on the program. Via aligning 
descriptions of the three Principles - or: their individual answers to the Principles understood 
as questions! - participants quasi-automatically focus on sense rather than nonsense, on 
solutions rather than problems, and remember resources rather than obstacles. Whenever they 
fall back into older, “problem or obstacle focused” habits, the orientation along the three 
Principles allows to rapidly shortcut unproductive discussions. If “that doesn’t make sense”, 
we may immediately ask: “What would make sense instead?” If something “should be less so 
and so”, or anything “is impossible”, we may ask: “So how should it be more of?”, and “What 
does is take to become possible?”, or “What else is possible with the current constellation, and 
useful?” So almost no time is wasted on problem talk, and all the energy and creativity is 
directed towards aspired goals. Chances are, the participants find what works for them (in 
finding, or inventing, work). And three Principles only are enough to give all the direction, 
and simple enough to keep in mind while on the way.  
 
In practice, the participants picked up on these principles very quickly. They started to almost 
automatically remind each other of this central orientation within the first week of the 
Principles’ introduction to them. What was more easily forgotten again were the four sub-
categories we offered for “what enables”, namely the focus on  

a) the influencable (as opposed to given restrictions),  
b) the intuition (or gut-feeling, as opposed to mere rationality),  
c) the interaction (what happens in-between people, rather than inside of heads)  
d) the action (as opposed to thinking-only)  

All these sub-categories made sense and proved helpful to the participants; still three 
principles only were definitely easier to remember than three-plus-four.  
 
The Principles are not independent, but logically connected to each other. They may be seen 
as points interlinked in our inner map (our mental models, our “psychescape”; c. fig. 1). Three 
points (A, B, C) are lined up into a row, symbolizing a sequence in one of three possible 
logics: in time (with past to future from left to right), in cause-and-effect (with “causes” to the 
left, “effects” to the right), and / or in parts-and-wholes (with components left and larger 
systems to the right). In either logic, seen from the perspective of “A”, “B” represents a 
developmental goal, and “C” the larger context that decides whether or not, and what for 
(reaching) the goal “makes sense”.  Shifting perspective to looking from “B”, everything 
between “A” and “B” is a resource, a component or a predecessor representing “what 
enables” to reach and go beyond “B”, and “C” is the next goal - thus shifting the sequence 
one step further. As a process description: Resources are converted into desired products (or 
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states, or constellations), informed by the “sense” as defined by the the fit between the 
product and the larger context.  
 
 
The abstract level - comparing, and combining, principles with tools from other sources:  
 
In some way, these principles are exactly what’s at the core of SF! The three Principles can be 
literally understood as different parts of the SF scale. There you estimate your current and 
your desired situation as points along “a scale from 0 to 10”, with “0” usually being the worst 
case and “10” being something like The Perfect Future, or “the miracle”, and the desired goal 
something in between. Imagine the current situation being at some value “A” on that scale, 
and the good enough, desired situation at “B” (with, obviously, “B” being higher on the scale 
than “A”, else one wouldn’t call it desired…), then the three Principles would be found on the 
scale like this (c. fig.2):  
  

1. “What enables” are all the ressources that led to the difference between “0” and “A”, 
and may lead to the difference between “A” and “B”. That is: all that’s already present 
and was helpful to reach “A”, plus all that can be remembered and mobilized to 
become helpful to reach “B”.  

2. “How things shall be” equals “B”, the desired state.  
3. “What makes sense” might be visualized by the part of the scale beyond “B”, between 

“B” and “10”. “What makes sense” stands for what becomes possible with the aid of 
having reached a goal “B” before, and what by this provides sense and meaning and 
value for aiming at, and reaching “B” in the first place.  

 
In an extended perspective, “what makes sense” can be illustrated as a a different, 
superordinate scale into which the first one merges - as in a “fishbone (or: Ishikawa) diagram” 
well known in the quality management toolbox. Here, branches (or “fishbones”) represent 
required components. Smaller (subordinate) branches merge into larger (superordinate) ones, 
and the largest one finally into the Goal - which, in reverse, provides the sense, or purpose for 
all of its components (fig. 3-A). British consultant Jenny Clarke (personal communication, 
11.5.07) nicely calls this special SF-kind of using a fishbone-diagram “Wishbone”.  
 
The ultimate Goal for the participants of the vocational coaching program is to find and get a 
job that suits their needs and talents. Identifying what they really want, what they are capable 
to do, where this might add value, and how to market their talents successfully all are 
components of that process, or steps along the way. Each of these components (fishbones) has 
first to be developed to a desired level (“B”) to contribute to The Goal. Some of the 
“fishbones” can be started in parallel, some have to be finished before others can be started. (I 
have to know my talents before I can promote them, I have to have my resumé designed 
before I can send it out.) For daily quality-/progress- (self-)-control in full detail each of the 
fishbones can itself be seen as some SF-scale and assessed individually. In most situations 
however, few fishbones to collect and structure enablers, and one single SF-scale for overall 
progress assessment are perfectly enough.  
 
At a theoretical, conceptual level, the guiding Principles of the vocational coaching program 
fit seamlessly to SF thinking and SF tools, as well as to other (here: quality) management 
concepts and tools. At a practical level, the success rate - measurable as rate of jobs procured, 
and program participants’ and their employers’ satisfaction with the work done later on - of 
the still ongoing pilot program remains to be determined…  
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A nice immediate result of presenting these ideas in a live workhsop at the SOL conference 
2007 in Bruges, Belgium, can already be reported here: Participants in the workshop were 
invited to try the approach for themselves. So they took a few minutes to individually think 
about a wish or a project of their own, identifying how, at the end of the project, things should 
be, what that would contribute to, and what would enable things to go well and what would be 
the first step(s) they could take. They wrote down a few catchwords for themselves, and then 
shared what they found in the workshop plenary. One of the participants reported: “While 
clarifying my thoughts by indeed writing about them I suddenly realized that for the next 
important step in my own vocational journey I only have to fully say ‘Yes’ to it!” “And did 
you?”, asked another participant. “Yes!”, the first one answered, “and now I just have to call 
and tell them.” And he grabbed his phone - while the others offered some merry background 
cheers and applause for his calling …  
 
 
PS.: Taking a closer look at the points where interconnected scales meet, we might find that 
what happens there is not just a simple “merging”, like the fusion of two rivers or two rails at 
a railway switch, but a more complex exchange that I have described and called “CORFU” 
elsewhere (fig. 3-B, and c. references)  
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Figure 1: Three Principles as logically interconnected points-in-mind 
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Figure 2: The coaching program’s Principles and the SF-scale  
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Figure 3: Combining (SF-) scales into (multi-level) “fishbones”  
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Further information 

Additional information about the coaching programs is available (in German language only) 
at www.neuland-web.de  and www.horizonte-web.de  

Scaling is a “classical” SF tool that has been described many times, for example by Steve de 
Shazer in http://www.brief-therapy.org/emotions_and_scaling.htm  

The “fishbone”, or “Ishikawa” diagram is a classic quality management tool, described for 
example in http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ishikawa_diagram  

The author’s CORFU model was described in the proceedings of the SOL06-conference in 
Vienna, and published in Lueger & Korn (eds.): “Solution-Focused Mangement”, Munich / 
Mering 2006; pg. 27-39. This article, as well as a more detailed description of how to 
understand and use the “Wishbone-scaling”, can be found in the download section of the 
author’s homepage at http://klaus.schenck.googlepages.com.  
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